The authors discuss modifications to a simple linear model of intraseasonal moisture modes. 
Introduction
greater role than it did in the early theories. MJO simulation in particular is improved when The idea has emerged that the MJO is a moisture mode. We give our own definition of 30 this term in a previous study (Sobel and Maloney 2012 , hereafter SM12), in which we also As in SM12, the only atmospheric equation is one for column water vapor, W , varying 44 explicitly only in the zonal direction and time:
46
Eq. 1 is really a moist static energy equation, but the tendency and horizontal advection of temperature are neglected (the weak temperature gradient approximation) so that the 48 tendency of moist static energy depends only on the tendency of W . The quantityM =
49
M/M s is the "normalized gross moist stability", and k w is a diffusivity in the zonal direction.
50
Here we work only with the linearized model:
52
where primes represent deviations from a zonally uniform basic state, U is a constant back-53 ground zonal wind, andM is constant. Hereafter, we drop primes. As before P is a function 54 of W , and R a function of P . When linearized these can be written: 
61
with C u positive; the basic state surface wind is assumed westerly, so that positive zonal wind 62 perturbations increase the wind speed while negative ones decrease it. We do not attempt 63 to model the air-sea humidity difference; this and further justification for (5) are discussed 64 in SM12.
-is computed by a projection operator, similar to a Green's function:
69 as in SM12 we use
72
Here the length scale L is the group velocity of free Kelvin waves (for x > x ′ ) or Rossby
73
waves (for x < x ′ ) divided by the Rayleigh damping timescale. As noted by SM12, the single linear mode of the uncoupled version of the system is west-
76
ward propagating (relative to the mean wind) for all wave numbers k. We consider whether 77 other atmospheric processes, not included by SM12, might lead to eastward propagation.
78
One possibility which has been raised in recent work is that the dry air advection by syn- we can add this process to (1): wind:
96 with D a constant, taken positive. Thus (8) becomes
98
Another potentially relevant linear process is zonal MSE advection in the presence of a 
114 withM the mean value of the normalized gross moist stabilityM , andM p a coefficient, 115 taken positive, giving the variations associated with frictional convergence. If we also write 116 P = P + P ′ , then linearization of the whole convergence term gives
118 whose form differs from that of the the convergence term in (8) by an additional termM p P u.
119
The latter has the same form as the RHS of (9), so we can consider this process to contribute 120 a quantityM p P to D.
121
The combined effect of perturbations in latent heat flux and the other processes described 
125
If it is negative, the converse is true. tighter observational constraints on these various MSE sources would be valuable.
140
Assuming sinusoidal perturbations W ′ = We i(kx−ct) , with W a complex amplitude and c a (potentially) complex phase speed, and substituting we obtain
As in SM12, u is found from (6),
145
147
It follows that the phase angle by which u ′ lags P ′ is
149
As the phase relationship between wind and water vapor is central to our discussion, in and minimum phase lag depends on L, and will be smaller than the value shown in fig. 1 160 if L is chosen greater than 1500 km. At the minimum phase lag, the correlation of W and
161
MSE sources correlated with u is greatest, yielding the strongest growth due to these terms 162 if C u − D > 0 (SM12), or strongest damping by these terms otherwise.
163
The complex speed that results from solving (13) with (14) and (15) is
diffusivity term is retained. The point of the present note is that the qualitative behavior of troposphere.
201
The maximum growth rate as k → ∞ for k w = 0 is not an "ultraviolet catastrophe" justifiable to prevent growth at large k due to this term.
209
As stated above, instability occurs only ifM ef f < 0, meaning the sum of radiative- 
